
PRODUCT SAMPLE



Overview
Need words NOW? No problem! Your time is limited, and that’s why we created 
SPELL-Links Word List Maker. Now you can create word lists and word cards for 
any activity in just seconds. Use your instantly created materials for any listening, 
speaking, reading, writing, spelling, or vocabulary activity and maximize student 
outcomes with pattern-focused instruction. SPELL-Links Word List Maker can  
be used to enhance any instructional program or activity and works perfectly to 
supplement the Starter Word Lists in the SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing word 
study curriculum.

Maximize Outcomes with Pattern-Focused, Tailored Instruction
Maximize student learning by focusing word study instruction on one specific 
pattern at a time. With SPELL-Links Word List Maker you can instantly create word 
lists and word cards for a specific phoneme (sound), grapheme (letter),  
or morpheme (meaning) pattern. Search within any of these categories: 
Consonants • Consonant digraphs & trigraphs • Short vowel sounds • Long vowel 
sounds • Other vowel sounds & diphthongs • Within-word consonant doubling •  
‘s’ Clusters • ‘r, l’ Clusters • ‘m, n, ng’ Clusters • Silent consonants • Syllabic-r, 
syllabic-l vowel sounds • Unstressed vowel sounds • Inflected words • Derived 
words • Prefixes • Suffixes • Word Roots • Contractions • Irregular plural nouns • 
Irregular past-tense verbs • Homophones • Rimes. Further narrow and organize 
your word lists according to grade level, word frequency, number of syllables, 
and other features to precisely match words to the student’s instructional level.

Target Audience
All K–12 teachers and specialists

Product Details
Format: software download

System Requirements: SPELL-Links Word List Maker software downloads and 
installs on WIN and MAC desktops and laptops. Internet connection required for 
downloading, installing, and using the program.

Pricing
Varies by number of computer installations and length of subscription selected. 
Visit our online store for details.
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https://shop.learningbydesign.com/Downloadable-Options_c8.htm


Reduce prep time, make learning fun,  
and ensure student success
Quickly search a 50,000 word database and instantly create word lists and word cards 
for any written or spoken language activity. Search by phoneme, letter pattern, morpheme, 
spelling rule, word frequency, grade level and more!

Unlike other word search programs, only SPELL-Links Word List Maker software lets you 
automatically: exclude words containing spelling patterns of greater linguistic complexity 
than the selected spelling pattern; exclude words containing specific sounds and letters; 
search by spelling rule; sort results by grade level and word frequency; and instantly print 
word cards for word sorts, memory match, go fish, and other fun and engaging games.
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Instantly organize word lists to gradually 
move students from least challenging to 
most challenging words so they experience 
rewarding success.

Instantly print word cards for hands-on, 
engaging word study activities. Perfect for 
word sorts and familiar games like memory 
match and go fish.

Provide more effective instruction by selecting 
a target phoneme, letter, morpheme, or other 
pattern for pattern-focused word study. 

Provide precisely tailored instruction by 
matching words to a student’s instructional 
level and learning goals. Specify grade level, 
number of syllables, position in word, and  
letter strings, and specify spelling rules for 
words with suffixes.
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Step 1
Select a spelling pattern for your word search, for example, select the Short 
Vowel ‘a’ Sound. Exclude one or more spelling patterns from your search 
(optional). 

Use SPELL-Links Word List Maker to 
enhance your existing word study program. 
Select target spelling patterns from com-
mon word study categories.

If using the SPELL-Links word study curriculum, 
you can instantly and automatically exclude 
words containing patterns that have not yet 
been covered in the sequence of instruction.

Facilitate student success by eliminating 
other patterns that may interfere with  
student learning.

You have the option to manually exclude 
one or more patterns from your search.

For seamless use of instructional materials, 
the listed categories and spelling patterns 
correspond directly to the lessons in the 
SPELL-Links curriculum.
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Step 2
Refine your word search by specifying grade level, number of syllables, and 
position in word (all optional). 

48 first grade words found for 
the short vowel a sound.
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Step 3
Sort and save the results of your word search in a variety of ways. Sort  
the words according to grade level, number of syllables, or position in word,  
or word frequency. 

Multiple ways to Sort & Save to tailor word study 
instruction to match individual student goals.
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Step 3 (continued)
Print word cards for educational games and hands-on teaching activities with 
your students. Print your word lists or save your searches as text files on your 
computer. Once saved, you can import your word search results into popular 
office application programs, giving you unlimited possibilities for instruction!

add after

animal ant

apple ask

Print ten words per 
page on paper of your 
choice, and separate 
to create word cards 
for countless activi-
ties including engag-
ing word sorts.

Your activity options are unlimited with word cards!  
In this example of a word sort, the student identified 
the letter representing the short vowel a sound in each 
word and sorted the words by number of syllables. At 
the end of this product sample, we’ve included a set of 
word cards for you to use with your students.
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Know what type of instruction is needed
The benefits of using SPELL-Links Word List Maker don’t end with a set of words. 
At the completion of each pattern search, you’ll know which word study skills are 
critical for student success with the selected pattern! 

Never miss a critical skill and leave a gap 
in students’ learning of the target pattern. 

Know which lesson to turn to in the 
SPELL-Links curriculum for instruc-
tional activities that develop each 
of these critical skills.
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Example search for more advanced pattern
From beginning consonants and short vowel sounds to Latin and Greek word roots, 
SPELL-Links Word List Maker makes it quick and easy to meet individual learning needs 
for students across all grade levels and all levels of instruction.

For seamless use of instructional materials, 
the listed categories and spelling patterns 
correspond directly to the lessons in the 
SPELL-Links curriculum. Select Derived 
Words when working on Lessons 65, 66, 67, 
68 in SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing.

Specify a word root for the word 
root search search.

142 words found containing 
the word root VIS.

Refine and narrow your search 
results to match your instruction to 
student’s level and need.
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Step 3 (continued)
Sort and save the results of your word search in a variety of ways. Sort the 
words according to grade level, position in word, number of syllables, word  
frequency, or alphabetic order. 

Multiple ways to Sort & Save to tailor 
word study instruction and facilitate 
student learning. 
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Step 3 (continued)
Print word cards for word sorts and other hands-on teaching activities with 
your students. Print your word lists or save your searches as text files on your 
computer. Once saved, you can import your word search results into popular 
office application programs, giving you unlimited possibilities for instruction!

advisement adviser

advisers advises

advising advisor

advisors deviser

devises devising

Print ten words per 
page on paper of your 
choice, and separate 
to create word cards 
for countless activi-
ties including engag-
ing word sorts.

Your activity options are unlimited 
with word cards! For example, ask 
students to sort and re-sort the 
words by number of syllables, 
part of speech, number of mor-
phemes, or spelling rule and to 
combine words into sentences to 
reinforce meaning and build sen-
tence formulation skills. At the 
end of this product sample, we’ve 
included a set of word cards for 
you to use with your students.



am an

at fan

mad sad

bad dad

fat jam

Print and enjoy this sample set of short vowel a sound word cards with 
your students. Word sorts, card games…your options are unlimited!

✁



man map

nap pan

sat pat

van ax

mat sap

✁



tan tap

axe bat

dab dam

nab pad

tab apt

✁



ban fad

jab tax

vat ad

aft daft

fax pap

✁



pax tad

tam tat

zap

✁



advisement adviser

advisers advises

advising advisor

advisors deviser

devises devising

Print and enjoy this sample set of word root VIS word cards with your  
students. Word sorts, card games…your options are unlimited!

✁



division divisions

divisive divisor

envisage envisaged

envision envisioned

envisions provision

✁



provisions proviso

revises revising

revision revisions

revisit revisits

supervise supervised

✁



televise televised

visible visibly

visited visiting

visitor visitors

visual visualize

televise televised

visible visibly

visited visiting

visitor visitors

visual visualize

televise televised

visible visibly

visited visiting

visitor visitors

visual visualize

televise televised

visible visibly

visited visiting

visitor visitors

visual visualize

televise televised

visible visibly

visited visiting

visitor visitors

visual visualize

✁



visualized visually

✁



Need words NOW?  
Order SPELL-Links Word List Maker today!

Target Audience
All K–12 teachers and specialists

Product Details
Format: software download

System Requirements: SPELL-Links  
Word List Maker software downloads  
and installs on WIN and MAC desktops  
and laptops. Internet connection required  
for downloading, installing, and using  
the program.

Pricing
Varies by number of computer installations  
and length of subscription selected. Visit our 
online store for details.

Learn more and be inspired daily with 
new ways to put SPELL-Links into action. 
Join SPELL-Link’d – it’s FREE!
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